Jeremy Wallace’s (GOVERNMENT) perspective on China ending its one-child policy was quoted in 110 media outlets. Shimon Edelman’s (PSYCHOLOGY) comments on a new happiness app ran in 14 media outlets. Comments by Allen Carlson (GOVERNMENT) on the upcoming meeting between leaders of Taiwan and China ran in 13 media outlets. An op-ed by Mostafa Minawi (HISTORY) on the Turkish elections ran in *The Hill*.

**STATS AT A GLANCE**
- 181 external media stories tracked
- 4 press releases/tip sheets distributed
- 10 *Cornell Chronicle/Pawprint/Ezra* stories
- 10 *Cornell Daily Sun* stories
- 18 Tweets
- 5 Facebook posts

**SELECTED STORIES**

**Humanities and Arts**

*Ithaca celebrates the Day of the Dead*
Carolina Osorio Gil (LATINA/O STUDIES PROGRAM)

*After Turkish elections, what comes next?*
*The Hill*, 11/4/15
Mostafa Minawi (HISTORY)

*It’s Time to Step The F*ck Up for Asian American Studies* (contains profanity)
*Reappropriate*, 11/3/15
Derek Chang (ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES, HISTORY)

*Moving the Stones In the Diaspora*
*Stabroek News*, 11/2/15
Carole Boyce-Davies (AFRICANA)

*Cornell lecturer offers insight on Salem witch trials*
*Rochester Democrat & Chronicle*, 10/30/15 and 2 other media outlets
Katherine Howe (AMERICAN STUDIES)
'PhDivas' discourse across disciplines and differences
Cornell Chronicle, 11/5/15
Christine (Xine) Yao, graduate student (ENGLISH)

Final China Initiative lecture of the semester is Nov. 16
Cornell Chronicle, 11/5/15
Robin McNeal (ASIAN STUDIES)

Cornell Takes Hollywood: Perspectives on the Cornell in Hollywood program
Cornell Daily Sun, 11/5/15
Casey Minella '14, Jesse Turk '14, Carol Bass '14 (CAREER, ADVISING, PMA)

Two talks look at international partnerships
Cornell Chronicle, 11/4/15
N'Dri Thérèse Assié-Lumumba, Andrew Willford (AFRICANA, ANTHROPOLOGY)

Prof. Maria Antonia Garcés Studies Life, Work of Cervantes
Cornell Daily Sun, 11/4/15
Maria Antonia Garcés (ROMANCE STUDIES)

McClane looks at friendship in Phi Beta Kappa lecture
Cornell Chronicle, 11/3/15
Kenneth McClaine, Daniel Schwarz (ENGLISH)

Anindita Banerjee kickstarts Russian sci-fi *
Cornell Chronicle, 11/2/15
Anindita Banerjee (COMP LIT)

'Living' set takes playgoers 'On the Verge' Nov. 12-21
Cornell Chronicle, 11/2/15
David Feldshuh, Carolyn Goelzer, Julie Locker '16, Sarah Coffey '16 (PMA)

**Sciences and Math**

Related wasps commit treason
Nature, 11/4/15
Kevin Loope, graduate student (NBB)

William B. Provine: The Evolutionary Theorist Even Creationists Loved
New York Observer, 11/4/15 and 5 other media outlets
William Provine, Betty Smocovitis Ph.D. ’88 (EEB)

Leo P. Kadanoff, Physicist of Phase Transitions, Dies at 78
New York Times, 11/2/15
Benjamin Widom, Kenneth Wilson (CHEMISTRY, PHYSICS)

Cassini images just a taste of Enceladus flyby science return
Astronomy Now, 10/31/15 and 5 other media outlets
What really changes when a male vole settles down
*Science News*, 10/5/15

Alexander Ophir (PSYCHOLOGY)

Genome editing pioneer Doudna to give Racker Lecture *
*Cornell Chronicle*, 11/4/15

Richard Cerione (CHEMISTRY)

Cornell Team Looks at Automotive Dangers Faced by Local Amphibians
*Cornell Daily Sun*, 11/4/15

Catherine Li ’18, Caroline Wollman ’18

Cornell Neurotech to Expand Ongoing Research
*Cornell Daily Sun*, 11/1/15

Gretchen Ritter, Joseph Fetcho (NBB)

Social Sciences

A fine balance: Xi-Ma meet is exercise in etiquette
*Daily Mail*, 11/5/15 and 12 other media outlets

Allen Carlson (GOVERNMENT)

I tried a startup that claims to make 86% of users happier — here’s the science behind it
*Business Insider*, 11/1/15 and 13 other media outlets

Shimon Edelman (PSYCHOLOGY)

Amazon reviews hijacked by causes, conspiracies, rage
*Seattle Times*, 10/31/15

Trevor Pinch (S&T)

It caused heartbreak, but one-child policy’s end may not achieve desired effect
*Newcastle Herald*, 10/30/15 and 110 other media outlets

Jeremy Wallace (GOVERNMENT)

If I had the right to vote, I would
*El Semanario*, 10/30/15

Michael Jones-Correa (GOVERNMENT)

Superstitions embarrassing but common
*My San Antonio*, 10/30/15 and 1 other media outlet

Tom Gilovich (PSYCHOLOGY)

‘Stop Boasting and Fight’
*Yahoo!News*, 10/27/15

Jessica Chen Weiss (GOVERNMENT)
Anthropology professor receives Boyer Prize
*College of Arts & Sciences Website, 11/6/15
Steven Sangren (ANTHROPOLOGY)

Cornell Political Union Holds Debate on Guantanamo Bay
Cornell Daily Sun, 11/5/15
Joseph Margulies (GOVERNMENT)

Other Stories and Multiple Departments

Student Assembly Votes in Favor of Funding Anabel's Grocery
Cornell Daily Sun, 11/6/15
Emma Johnston ’16, Matthew Stefanko ’16

Travel Website Flourishes With Cornellian Contributions
Cornell Daily Sun, 11/6/15
Erika Zambello ‘12, Rebecca Lee ‘12, Nikkita Mehta ‘12, Alicia Weigel ’12, Cesar Rufo ’09

Murray to present on art history at 2015 Beijing Forum
Cornell Chronicle, 11/3/15
Timothy Murray, Amy Villarejo (SOCIETY FOR THE HUMANITIES, ENGLISH, PMA, CAPS)

*Written and/or edited by A&S Communications staff
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